NEC DISPLAY LAUNCHES NEW COLLABORATION SUITE FOR CORPORATE, K-12 AND HIGHER EDUCATION

Robust and easy-to-use collaboration solution enables students and office workers to engage at the next level

CHICAGO, Sept. 4, 2019 – NEC Display Solutions of America, a leading provider of commercial digital signage solutions, today announced the launch of its CB Series Collaboration Suite, a robust and easy-to-use collaboration solution that elevates productivity in classrooms and corporate meetings. With its intuitive and powerful Mosaic collaboration software, the CB Series offers flexibility via multi-platform support, interactive whiteboard and wireless presenting capabilities, and simple out-of-the-box integration – just plug-in, connect and go.

“For customers who need a best-in-class collaboration solution for modern classrooms and corporate meeting rooms, the CB Series offers a value packed collaborative solution based on NEC’s Mosaic Canvas and Connect software, supplemented by the built in media player and amplified speakers” said Chris Feldman, product manager, NEC Display. “With 4K UHD picture and integrated IR touch capabilities, the collaboration suite creates an immersive collaborative experience with minimal setup.”

The CB Series Collaboration Suite is designed to meet the education needs for corporate as well as K-12 and higher education with its 4K UHD display with integrated 10-point IR touch, two built-in 12W speakers, magnetized passive pens, and a natural writing experience. The solution features powerful embedded computing including whiteboard functionality delivered through Mosaic Canvas and wireless screen sharing through Mosaic Connect.

“The CB Series Collaboration Suite is one of the most flexible collaboration solutions on the market today,” Feldman said. “The solution offers best in class compatibility with 3 HDMI 2.0 and 6 USB inputs, plus an OPS slot to add additional, more robust computing
options. All of which can utilize the built-in speakers and touch display, and allow adding accessories such as web cameras for video conferencing. The included Mosaic software provides robust functionality, while being so intuitive that students and other users can operate the programs without ever opening a manual.”

The CB Series includes the CB651Q, CB751Q and CB861Q, and is available in 65”, 75” and 86” sizes respectively. The S-IPS panels with anti-glare protective glass feature 3840 x 2160/60Hz 4K UHD resolution, 330 cd/m² brightness, Integrated SoC loaded with Mosaic Canvas and Connect, 16GB internal storage, as well as Windows, Linux, Mac, Android, and Chrome compatibility.

The CB Series Collaboration Suite begins shipping in September, with prices starting at $2,899 for the 65” CB651Q. Check out the NEC Showcase On the Road events taking place this year and early 2020 for a hands-on demonstration. For details, visit www.necdisplay.com/showcase.

For more information, please contact your NEC Display representative, or visit www.necdisplay.com.
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**About NEC Display Solutions of America, Inc.**

NEC Display Solutions of America, Inc., a leading designer and provider of innovative displays, offers the widest range of products on the market, such as commercial- and professional-grade large-screen LCD displays, desktop LCD monitors, direct view LED displays, a diverse line of multimedia and digital cinema projectors, integrated display solutions, and analytic business intelligence solutions. The NEC Analytic Learning Platform (ALP) optimizes message delivery with automated content creation and recommendations using AI-based analytics, enabling retailers to customize content based on non-identifying demographic data. Benefitting from the technologies of NEC Corporation and its own Research and Development, NEC produces leading-edge visual technology and customer-focused solutions for a wide variety of markets,
including education, retail, transportation, broadcast, enterprise, healthcare, houses of worship, and many more. NEC is orchestrating a brighter world with the quality and reliability of its products and outstanding customer service. For additional information about NEC Display Solutions of America products, call (866) NEC-MORE, or visit the website at www.necdisplay.com. Follow us on our social media channels: Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter and LinkedIn.

About NEC Corporation

NEC Corporation is a leader in the integration of IT and network technologies that benefit businesses and people around the world. By providing a combination of products and solutions that cross utilize the company’s experience and global resources, NEC’s advanced technologies meet the complex and ever-changing needs of its customers. NEC brings more than 100 years of expertise in technological innovation to empower people, businesses and society. For more information, visit NEC at www.nec.com.

The NEC Group globally provides "Solutions for Society" that promote the safety, security, efficiency and equality of society. Under the company's corporate message of "Orchestrating a brighter world," NEC aims to help solve a wide range of challenging issues and to create new social value for the changing world of tomorrow. For more information, please visit http://www.nec.com/en/global/about/solutionsforsociety/message.html.
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